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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION II
101 MARIETTASTREET, N.W.
ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30323

ENCLOSURE I

EXAMINATION REPORT - 50-335/92-301

Facility Licensee: Florida Power and Light Company

Facility Name: St. Lucie Nuclear Plant

Facility Docket Nos.: 50-335 and 50-389

Facility License Nos.: DPR-67 AND NPF-16

Requalification written examinations and operating tests were administered at
the St. Lucie Nuclear Plant near Jensen Beach, Florida.

Chief Examiner:
ames H. Moorman, III

/7-2-fz
Date Signed

Approved By:
Michael E. Ernstes, Chief (Acting)
Operator Licensing Section 2
Operations Branch
Division of Reactor Safety

Date Signed

SUMMARY

SCOPE: During the weeks of October 26 and November 2, 1992, requalification
written examinations and operating tests were administered to 12 Senior
Reactor Operators (SROs) and 12 Reactor Operators (ROs). These operators
combined to form six crews for simulator examinations.

A review of training department records and procedures was conducted during .

the week of October 26.

RESULTS: Three ROs failed the examinations. All crews passed their simulator
examinations. Based on these results, the St. Lucie licensed operator
requalification program remains rated satisfactory. Generic weaknesses
concerning inconsistent application of directives for crew communications and
plant system knowledge are discussed in paragraphs 3.D. and 3.C. respectively.
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Summary

During the review of training department records, it was determined that, one
reactor operator had failed the 1991 annual requalification operating test and
subsequently occupied a position requiring a license without passing another
test. This is identified as noncited violation 50-335/92-301-01. (Paragraph
5.B)



REPORT DETAILS

1. Facility Employees Attending Exit Interview

C. Burton, Operatio'ns Manager
P. Fincher, Training Manager
J. Holt, Licensing, Engineer .

K. Metzger, Operations Training, Corporate
C. Pell, Services Manager
L. Rich, Operations Training
J. Sp'odick, Operations Training Supervisor
J. West, Operations Supervisor

2.. NRC Personnel

+S. Elrod, Senior Resident Inspector
S. Johnson, Examiner, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
H. Jones, Examiner, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

*+J. Moorman, III, Senior Examiner, Region II
R. McWhorter, Examiner, Region II

*Chief Examiner
+Attended Exit Interview

3. Discussion

a ~

b.

Examination Results

Licensed operator requalification examinations were administered
at the St. Lucie Nuclear Plant in accordance with NUREG-1021,
Operator- Licensing Standards, Revision 7. Written examinations
and operating tests were administered to 12 reactor operators and
12 senior reactor operators. Three reactor operators failed the
written examination. Of these three reactor operators, one also
failed the JPM portion of the operating test. These 24 operators
were combined to form 6 operating crews for the simulator portion
of the operating test. All .six crews passed.

Licensed Operator Requalification Program Evaluation

Based on the above examination results and an evaluation of other
aspects of the licensed operator training program in accordance
with ES-601, Section 0.2 of NUREG-1021, Operator Licensing
Examiner Standards, Revision 7, the St. Lucie program remains
rated satisfactory. The facility is permitted to administer the
re-examinations for returning the failed individuals to licensed
duties. However, an NRC administered re-examination will be
required for license renewal.



Report Details

C. Mritten Exam Preparation and Administration

The examination team reviewed the reference material supplied by
the licensee and found it adequate to support the examination.
The licensee supplied a sampling plan that was used to select the

'xaminationtopics.

The examiners reviewed the facility's proposed written examina-
tions. The validation times closely reflected the amount of time
necessary for a competent operator to answer the questions
correctly. ,The examination team changed or substituted about
20 percent of the questions. The changes that were made dealt
mostly with psychometric problems in the questions. However, some

question distractors were changed to make them more plausible.

The operator requalification written exam that was administered by
the NRC in October of 1990 identified areas in which a significant
number of operators had weaknesses. To correct the weaknesses
identified by this exam, the facility prepared and presented a

special lesson during the 1991-1992 requal cycle. Two questions
from the 1990 exam on which operators exhibited weaknesses were
included on the 1992 NRC written exam. These questions dealt with
why the controllers for the steam generator atmospheric dump
valves remain in manual during power operation and which plant
design limits were exceeded during an excess steam demand event
(ESDE). Seven operators missed the question concerning steam
dumps and 17 operators missed the question concerning the ESDE.

There were two other written exam questions that indicated generic
weaknesses in operator knowledge. One of these questions
concerned the plant modification (PCH 486-291) that removed the
turbine runback on loss of a main feedwater pump or loss of both
heater drain pumps. This modification was installed to allow the
operators more time to attempt to restore feedwater before a plant
trip occurs. Twenty-two of 24 operators answered the question
concerning this modification incorrectly. This means that the
operators either were not aware of the modification or were
unaware of how the modification affected plant behavior during a
loss of feedwater transient.

The other written exam question indicating a possible generic
weakness concerned the operation of the charging pumps following a

safety injection actuation signal (SIAS) due to a steam generator
tube rupture.

One written exam question was changed to allow accepting two
answers as correct. This question concerned the plant modifica-
tion that changed the high voltage cutout for the startup nuclear
instruments. The question required the operators to know the new

high voltage cutout value and know when to expect the reactor to
go critical. The high voltage cutout was changed from 2000 counts
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per second (cps) to 10,000 cps to allow these channels to be
available for indication during criticality. Training material
for this modification stated that criticality occurs between 5000
cps and 7000 cps. This was based on information provided by the
reactor engineering department. The training department stated
that, depending on core loading, criticality could occur between
2000 cps and 10,000 cps. The incorrect information stated in the
training material resulted in acceptance of two answers.

d. Operating Test Preparation and Administration

The job performance measures (JPMs) and simulator scenarios were
reviewed onsite by the exam team during the week of October 12,
1992. The proposed job performance measures covered high level
tasks performed both inside and outside of the control room. Some
JPHS were changed to cause the operator to take an alternate path
in a procedure used in the JPHs. One of the five JPMs adminis-
tered to each operator was an "alternate path" JPM. The operator
who failed JPHs was failed because of poor procedure usage. In
one case, the operator took longer than a reasonable time to
complete a JPM and in another case the operator caused the other
unit's turbine driven auxiliary feed pump to be inoperable. Other
deficiencies in procedure usage were noted.

There were eight scenarios used in the two weeks of the exam. One
of these scenarios was changed during the preparation week to
include equipment failure, the others were used as written. The
scenarios averaged 50 minutes contact time.

An operating crew for the simulator exam was composed of two
ROs and two SROs. Each crew was evaluated using two scenarios.
One scenario for each of the crews required the use of EOP-15,
Functional Recovery. This is the procedure used when an optimal
recovery procedure cannot be entered and is similar to "contin-
gency" procedures used by other reactor types. The Shift
Technical Advisor (STA) that normally works with the crew
participated in the simulator exercise. The NRC did not directly
examine any of the STAs. One generic weakness was noted during
the simulator exams. Communications between operators were
informal and at times imprecise. A standing night order requires
the operators .to perform "functional repeat-backs" of
communications. This is particularly important during events that
challenge plant safety. The operators were inconsistent in their
adherence to this directive.

Administration of the exams went smoothly and according to the
schedule prepared by the facility. The facility scheduling and
close attention to examination security was very effective.
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e. Evaluation of Facility Evaluators

As part of the requalification program evaluation, the NRC examin-
ers closely monitor the facility evaluators for their objectivity
and ability as evaluators. The St. Lucie evaluators were gener-
ally knowledgeable of the plant and of requirements relating to
proper operator performance and evaluation. Post-scenario discus-
sions with the facility evaluators concerning operator performance
in simulator scenarios indicated that the evaluators were thorough
and objective.

Evaluators administering JPHs were professional in their conduct.
There were no instances of the evaluators attempting to lead or
otherwise prompt an operator.

Procedure Problems

5.

The written exam submitted to the NRC for review prior to the exam week
contained a question concerning the load capacity of the diesel genera-
tor.. Step 2.A. of EOP-15, Appendix F directs operators to transfer
loads from a diesel that is to be cross-tied to the other unit to the
diesel that will power the local unit. This step also tells the opera-
tor not to exceed a load of 540 amps on the diesel that will continue to
supply the local unit's loads. The load rating for each component that
can be powered from the diesel generator is listed in Table 8 of EOP-15.
However, these loads are given in kilowatts and not amps. This question
was deleted from the exam prior to exam administration.

Requalification Program Review (41500)

a ~ Administrative Procedures

Inspectors reviewed the following administrative procedures that
contained guidelines for the planning and conduct of requalific-
ation training:

Number Title

AP0005720 Licensed Operator Requalification Program,
Revision 26

AP0005766

AP0005754

Training Resources, Information and Material
Control, Revision 1

Written Examination Administration and Control,
Revision 4

AP0005755 Processing and Distribution of Training Bulletins,
Revision 0

AP0005751 Simulator Instructor Training and Qualification,
Revision 4
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-b.

These procedures appeared to provide the framework for the conduct
of requalification training, administration, and examinations.

Inspectors noted that there was little explicit guidance for the
conduct of requalification examinations. Instead, licensee
procedures incorporated by reference NUREG 1021, Operator
Licensing Examiner Standards, as guidance for conducting the
operator requalification program. The licensee did not have an
administrative procedure which described the conduct of operating
examinations or administrative controls in detail. The lack of
such a procedure could lead to program inconsistencies. An
example of such an inconsistency was the fact that the 1991 annual
operating examination did not,include prescripted JPM questions,
although at the time this was still a part of the NRC program.

Review of 1991 Examinations

Inspectors reviewed the content and results of examinations given
during the 1991 requalification program. Annual operating tests
administered during two of the seven examination weeks were
reviewed. This encompassed simulator crew evaluations for one
staff crew and two shift operating crews, and simulator and JPN
individual evaluations for a total of 12 operators contained in
these crews. Inspectors found that operating examinations were of
adequate complexity and met the guidelines for examinations
administered under NUREG-1021, with the exception of the lack of
JPH questions as noted above.

Inspectors also reviewed written examinations given in the third
requalification program cycle of 1991. The examinations appeared'o be of comparable complexity and difficulty to those used for
NRC administered requalification examinations. Results of both
operating and written examinations reflected grades consistent
with NRC administered examinations, and appeared to support
the ability of the licensee to identify individual knowledge
deficiencies.

Inspectors reviewed the content of written examinations for
appropriate examination integrity between weeks in which the .

examination was administered. Licensee procedures allowed up to
70 percent of the previous week's written examination to be
repeated. Inspectors found that the licensee regularly repeated
50 percent between weeks and regularly used the same examination
two or three times in the same cycle. Inspectors reviewed this
practice with training personnel and licensed operators and
concluded that examination integrity was not compromised.
However, inspectors cautioned the licensee that these practices
could potentially lead to compromise and give the appearance of a
lack of examination integrity. Training department
representatives agreed to evaluate these practices.
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Inspectors also reviewed the licensee's remediation for four
operators who failed the 1991 annual operating examination.

, Of the four, the licensee provided records. of remediation and
successful re-examination prior to return to licensed duties for
three of the operators. For the fourth operator who failed his
annual operating test, remediation training only without .a
re-examination was performed, and the operator was returned to
licensed duties. The remedial training received by the operator
was extensive, well .documented, and provided a high level of
confidence that the operator's deficiency had been corrected prior
to him being made available for licensed duties.

Inspectors informed the facility licensee that, this practice did
not meet the requirements of 10 CFR 55.53(h) and 55.59(a)(2) which
require, in part, that all licensed operators, as a condition of
their license, complete a requalification program, which includes
passing an annual operating test. When the operator failed this
test, he was in training to upgrade his license to senior operator
and was not regularly performing licensed duties. He was main-
taining an active license and was available to stand watch if
necessary. He subsequently passed his SRO upgrade exam adminis-
tered by the NRC in April 1992. In response to this, training
department personnel revised AP0005720 to require re-examination'f

any operator who fails a requal exam required by 10 CFR 55.59.
As a result of the operator not passing an annual operating tests
required by 10 CFR 55.59(a)(2), he did not fulfillall conditions
for maintaining his license as specified in 10 CFR 55.53, specifi-
cally 55.53(h). Since these requirements of 10 CFR 55.were not
met, the requirements of 10 CFR 50.54(i) were also- not met.
10 CFR 50.54(i) states, in part, that the facility licensee may
not permit the manipulation of the controls of the facility by
anyone who is not maintaining a license pursuant to 10 CFR 55 to
operate the facility . Allowing a licensed operator who did not
meet the conditions of his license to manipulate the controls of
the reactor is identified as'oncited violation 50-335/92-301-01.
This NRC identified violation is not being cited because criteria
specified in Section VII.B(1) of the NRC Enforcement Policy were
satisfied.

c ~ Program Response to Plant and Industry Events

Inspectors reviewed the licensee's program for incorporating
,industry and plant lessons learned into licensed operator requali-
fication training. The program appeared to be established to
allow for many sources to initiate the need for review of events
and possible incorporation of lessons into the training program.
The inspectors selected five LERs from the past two years
(50-335/91-08, 50-335/91-09, 50-335/92-03, 50-335/92-05,
50-389/91-06) and evaluated the licensee's action taken to
incorporate lessons on licensed operator errors into the
requalification program.
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6.

Of these five LERs, inspectors found that four resulted in the
issuance of a training bulletin for licensed operator review
of the event. Two- LERs resulted in an actual change to a
requalification lesson plan. The program appeared to be effective
in reviewing and incorporating lessons learned into the
requalification training program.

d. Operations and Training Department Interface

Inspectors interviewed five operators taking examinations and the
Operations Superintendent concerning the support of the training
department to the operations department. Overall, operators
expressed confidence that the training department was meeting
operator needs in topics 'covered, soliciting feedback, and
providing proper standards for performance. Operators expressed
agreement that operations management was the authority which
resolved issues on examination standards, procedural problems, and
operator performance. Operations management expressed that the
training department supported their needs and desires, and that
interaction between the two departments was ongoing.

Exit Interview

Examination results and inspection findings were discussed on
November 6, 1992, with those persons indicated in paragraph 1. The
licensee did not identify as proprietary any material reviewed by the
NRC. There were no dissenting comments from the licensee.



ENCLOSURE 2

SIMULATOR FIDELITY REPORT

Facility Licensee: St. Lucie Nuclear Plant

Facility Docket Nos. 50-335 and 50-389

Operating Tests Administered On: May 5 - 15, 1992

This form is used only to report observations. These observations do not
constitute, in and of themselves, audit or inspection findings and are not,
without further verification or review, indicative of noncompliance with
10 CFR 55.45(b). These observations do not affect NRC certification or
approval of the simulation facility other than to provide information which
may be used in future evaluations. No licensee action is required solely in
response to these observations.

During the conduct of the simulator portions of the operating tests, the
following items were observed:

The simulator has not been upgraded for the approximately 60 "Sigma"
indicators that have been replaced by digital indicators in the Unit 2 Control
Room. The replacement schedule is in accordance with ANSI 3.5, Nuclear Power
Plant Simulators For Use In Operator Training.



FPL ... St. Lucie Plant
Licensed Operator Training Program

'92 REMOVAL NRC STATIC EXAM 4'I SETUP
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fg-30 (

l. Initiate Scenario

2. RESTORE IC-2 (Complete switch check)

3. UNFREEZE simulator, run for a few seconds, roll'charts, then FREEZE

4. Install CDB OPTIONS

5.

6.

7.

RESET executive into parameter controller

UNFREEZE simulator, acknowledge alarms

Position the Pzr Level CONTROL CHANNEL switch to CH-Y

8. Position the BACKUP INTERLOCK BYPASS keyswitch to LEVEL using key ¹98

9. Reset the 'B'id'e heaters and position the 'A'ide heater 'switches to
OFF

10. Initiate EVENT from parameter controller, start all 3 Charging pumps and
isolate letdown

ll. After the reactor trips, carry out the SPTAs

12.

13.

Once the DG has loaded on the 'A'us, re'position the 'A'nd 'C'harging
pumps for restart after the time delay

I'ommencea cooldown using 2 ADVs full open, when temperature turns
position the ADVs = 50% open

14. After ESFAS initiates, reset 'A'nd 'C'harging pumps for restart

15. Restore 2A ADV to 50/ open.

16. After AFAS, throttle 2A to 150 gpm.

17. All other actions (including FREEZE) are automatic



FPL ... St. Lucie Plant
Licensed Operator Training Program

'92 REgUAL NRC STATIC EXAM il TURNOVER

r

EEZ~UR

Equipment OOS: 2B DG

LT-lllOX (failed low)
V2514 (Emergency Borate Valve)

Evolutions: Downpower for SGTL on 2A S/G
Three Charging pumps, Letdown isolated
Manual. reactor trip at = 50% (Pzr level unable to be
maintained)

POST-TRIP

Evolutions: SPTAs complete
LOOP occurred
EOP-4 entered
Cooldown begun
'C'FW pump tripped
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.3. There are 17 points on this exam.
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from the examination.
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Licensed 0 erator Re ual RO NRC Static Simulator Exam

To feed the 2A and the 28 SG, with the current AFM capability,
open HV-09-13 and HV-09-14 (AFM Pump cross tie's) and:

a. throttle flow to the 28 SG with HV-09-10, and to the 2A
SG with HV-09-9, verify flow to the 2A SG on FI-09-2A
and to the 28 SG on FI-09-28

b. throttle flow to the 28 SG with HV-09-12, and to the 2A
SG with HV-09-11, verify flow to both SGs on FI-09-2C.

c. throttle flow to the 28 SG with HV-09-12 locally, and to
the 2A SG with HV-09-9, verify flow on FI-09-2C .

d. throttle flow to the 28 SG with HV-09-10 locally, and to
the 2A SG with HV-09-9, verify flow on FI-09-2A

2. The AFAS rupture I/O circuit indicates a fault on the 28 S/G
because:

a. the 2A AFM pump started on the diesel and
repressurized only the A header.

b. loss of all AC power on the 8 side has resulted in all
8 side feedwater header instruments to fail low.

c ~

d.

there is an actual fault (ruptured FM header) on the 28
SG.

loss of all AC power on the 8 side has resulted in all
8 side main steam pressure instruments to fail low.

Page 2



Licensed 0 erator Re ual

'3
RO NRC Static Simulator Exam

[1.00] 3. For the current plant conditions which ONE of the following
best describes the status of the pressurizer heaters? (for
each set of conditions, assume actual pressurizer level is
>27%)

a ~

b.

C.

d.

Pressurizer heaters cannot be re-energized even if SIAS
was reset due to LIC-1110X failed low and LIC-lllOY

de-'nergized.

To regain bank 8-1, block and reset SIAS, close the 2A
4.16 KV heater bus breaker and reset bank B-1.

s

Pressurizer heaters cannot be re-energized even if SIAS
was reset due to LIC-1110X failed low. and PIC-1100X
failed as is.

To regain bank B-4, block and reset SIAS, close the 2A
4. 16 KV heater bus breaker and reset bank B-4.

[1.00] 4, Which ONE of the .following is the proper method for RCS

pressure control during this event?

a. Due to no spray flow available pressure will be
maintained by HPSI discharge head.

b.

C.

d.

Haintain pressure to within 50 psi of the affected S/G,
during the cooldown to 525'F for S/G isolation.

Pressure may be controlled by continuing to steam the
affected S/G, as RCS pressure will follow S/G pressure.

Decrease pressure near the affected S/Gs pressure, while
maintaining subcooling, in order to reduce break flow.

Page 3



Licensed 0 erator Re ual RO NRC Static Simulator Exam

[1.00] Considering the plant's current. electrical alignment, which of
the RPS channels. are contributing to battery discharge?

a. Channels B and C

b. Channels B and D

c. Channels A and D

d. Channels A and C

6. Under the current plant conditions, what is the preferred
method to steam the 2A SG if MV-08-18A, "SG 2A ATMOS DUMP

VLV," had not responded to any method of control?

a. Manually operate MV-08-19A using the DC controller.

b. 'ontact the NPO/NWE to operate the valve locally.

c. Manually operate MV-08-19A using the AC controller.

d. Contact the SNPO to check the status of breaker 2-60956.

[1.00] 7. Given the current plant conditions, select the statement which
best describes the status. of the ESFAS system.

a. Only Channel 'A'SFAS Actuation has occurred with the
loss of off-site power and failure of one DG.

b. Channel 'B'omponets have not actuated and must be
manually started upon regaining the 2B DG.

C.

d.

Neither Channel of ESFAS Actuated automatically, the
'A'hannelwas manually actuated after regaining 2A DG.

Both Channels of ESFAS Actuated automatically, the
'B'omponentsdid not start due to failure of one DG.

Page 4
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[1.00] 8. Which of the following methods can be used to confirm primary
to secondary leakage through the Steam Generator tubes with
the present plant conditions?

a ~

b.

C.

d.

Those Radiation Honitors with emergency power
supplies (RH-23 Digital indications and Strip
Charts) can be used to confirm a SGTR.

Steam Generator samples and local radiation
surveys must be used since no acurate methods are

'vailablein the control room.

Only the Steam Generator Blowdown Honitors will
be available for SGTR indications. CCW must be
aligned to the Sample Heat Exchangers and the
Blowdown Sample Valves must be re-opened.

The Hain Steam Line Monitors can be used to
verify a SGTR. They are still an accurate
indication since they monitor for activity in the

~ steam being dumped to atmosphere.

[1.00] 9 Which of the following statements best describes the status of
the Charging Pumps for the conditions that exists, assuming no
further operator actions?

a 0

b.

c ~

d.

The 2A and 2C Charging Pumps will continue to run with
suction from the RWT.

The 2A and 2C Charging Pumps will continue to run but
will become gas bound'.

The 2A and 2C Charging Pumps will trip on Lo Suction
Pressure when the VCT is empty.

The 2A and 2C Charging Pumps will trip on Lo Flow when
the VCT is empty.

Page 5



Licensed 0 erator Re ual RO NRC Static Simulator Exam

10. Can single phase Natural Circulation flow be verified at this
time7

a. Yes, but an aggressive cooldown and depressurization of
the RCS will be necessary to maintain subcooling.

C.

Yes, all of the criteria for Natur'al Circulation flow
are being met at this time.

No, CET subcooling must be increased to en'sure Natural
Circulation flow at this time.

d. , No, there is a void in the Reactor Vessel Head which
will have an adverse affect on Natural Circulation flow.

Page 6
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QUESTIONS 11 THROUGH 17 ARE NOT STATIC SIMULATOR RELATED

Page 7
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Licensed 0 erator Re ual RO NRC Static Simulator Exam

ll. Operation of the excore Start-up channel's Boron Trifloride
detector is terminated by automatically removing high voltage
from - the detector at co'unts per second (CPS).
Crltlcally normally occursasetween and CPS.

a. 2000; 2000 and 2500

b.. 2000; 5000 and 7000

c. 10,000; 2000 and 2500

d. 10,000; 5000 and 7000

[1 Ol 12. Unit 2 has experienced the loss of 1 (one) main feedwater pump
at 100% power. Assuming no operater action is taken, the unit
will trip on in approximately seconds.

a. high pressurizer pressure; 30 seconds

b. low steam generator level; 30 seconds

c. high pressurizer pressure; 110 seconds

d. low steam generator level; 110 seconds

Page 8



Licensed 0 erator Re ual

'3
RO NRC Static Simulator Exam

[1.00] 13. The plant has tripped due to a loss of the 1A D.C. bus.

Choose the most appropriate electrical system response to this
event.

'a ~

b.

C.

d.

Both vital 4.16 K.V. busses are dead.

The 1A vital 4.16 K.V. bus is now powered from the 1A
diesel generator, the 1B vital 4.16 K.V. bus is from the
start-up transformer.

Both vital 4.16 K.V. busses are powered from the start-
up transformers.

The 1B vital 4.16 K.V.bus is energized from the start-up
transformer, the lA vital 4.16 K.V. bus is dead

[1.00] 14. Unit ' control room is equipped with a 'diesel generator
emergency stop pushbutton. The purpose of this button is:

a ~

b.

C ~

d.

to trip the diesel and bypass the cooldown run in the
event of- diesel'rouble during any auto start signal.

to trip the Diesel only if it was running from the
cooldown RPH of 450.

to trip the diesel and bypass the cooldown run in the
event of diesel trouble during non emergency runs.

to take the speed from 900 RPM to the cooldown RPH of
450, when the Diesel is running unloaded.

Page 9



Licensed 0 erator Re ual RO NRC Static Simulator Exam

[1.00] 15. One aspect of both the RCP Trip Strategy and the RCP Restart
Criteria contained in EOP-04 involves verifying that RCP NPSH

requirements are met; Which ONE of "the following sets of
parameters should be used to verify the above criteria7

a. PZR Pressure and T-hot.

b. PZR Level and T-hot.

c. PZR Pressure and T-cold.

d.'- PZR Level and T-cold.

[1"'. 00] 16. Which one of the following best describes the ESFAS system
response to the loss of the -'A'nstrument AC bus?

I

a. Neither train of ESFAS would actuate since all'SFAS
instruments have auctioneered power supplies.

b.

C.

d.

All de-energized to actuate componets on the A train'ill actuate.

The individual measurement instrumentation in Channel
'A-'hat are de-energize to actuate go to the tripped
condition.

All de-energized to actuate componets on both trains
will actuate since 'A'nstrument bus supplies both
actuation trains.

Page 10
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[1.00] 17. Why is it undesirable to cross-tie the CCW headers through the
2C CCW Pump headers valves; HV-14-1, HV-14-2, HV-14-3, and HV-
14-4?

c ~

d.

This could cause inadequate cooling water flow to the
RCP's and'the Containment Coolers.

This will reduce CCW flow through the CCW Heat
Exchangers.

This would allow both headers to drain completely if
there were a rupture on the non-essential header.

This will prevent automatic train separation during
ESFAS actuation.

Page ll
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1092 UNIT 2 SPRING OUTAGE PCM TRAININO

563-291 INSTRUMENT INVERTER HIGH AC OUTPUT VOLTAGE ALARM

A malfunction of the 2D 120 VAC Instrument inverter resulted tn a

high AC output voltage condition that went undetected for several

days. To prevent this type of failure from going undetected in the

future a high AC output voltage alarm ls being added to each

inverter. The atarm for DC breaker tripped condition wilt be deleted

to make an Input terminal available to the reftash panel.

Research has raised concerns about the tnverter trip circuits. The

Inverters will trip on low DC voltage, high DC voltage and low AC

output voltage. Due to the undesirabIe results of the loss of an

instrument bus these trips are being disconnected as part of this

PQM,

498-291M BX R ARTUP CHANNEL Nl RANQE EXPANSION

Operation of the Boron Triflourlde detectors Is terminated by

removing high voltage (2000-2500 VDC) at 2000 cps to prevent

detector wear while at power. This prevents the startup channels

from being useful durtng reactor startup since crittcality typically

occurs between 5000 cps and 7000 cps. The new high voltage

cutout will be at 10,000 cps. This should not have a detrimental

effect on the detectors since they have a design range of

0-100,000 cps.

. 500-291 . LOCAL FUEL P L LEVEL INDICATOR

A stainless steel and acrylic level lndtcator spanning from elevation
B2'0 tO 68'0'ill be tnstalled in the spent fuel pOOI, It will be

delineated ln one Inch increments. This will eliminate the need to

use a stick to deteriine spent fuel pool level.

080N22, Rev. 2 AT1-4 05/15/92
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xn reference te Static Simulator Qoestion 411<
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The count rate where criticality is achieved is variable.=
Operators are trained to expect criticality at anytime during a
reactor startup. There is not much significance in
differentiating from 2000-2500 CPS and 5000-7000 CPS. Although
the PCM supports 5000-,'7000 CPS, 'it- is not obvious to the student
when he reads the question that the answer relcLtes to information
that was taught in PCM training.,
Additionally, a common thumbrule for achieving criticality is
that when seven doublings of the count rate have occurred, the
reactor is critical or very near critical.
Using this thumbrule, starting from an initial count rate of 20,
i0, or 80 CPS , after seven doublingsp the count rate ~ould he
Q560g 5 lRP, or 10.240 CPS respectively. ( see attached
references )

These initial count rates are viable based upon review of plant
data showing shutdown flux levels ranging from 15 to 80 CPS.

The X'SL Reaotor Engineer concurs with the above clnal+8is Mld
agrees with our con'elusion that both answer C and D are correct
answers.

aasect upon the above< we request responses C and 9 be accepted.
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[1.00] To feed the 2A and the 28 SG, with the curr ent AFM capability,
open HV-09-13 and HV-09-14 (AFM Pump cross tie's) and:

a ~ throttle flow to the 28 SG with'HV-09-10, and to the,2A
SG with HV-09-9, verify flow to the 2A SG on FI-09-2A
and to the 28. SG on FI-09-28

throttle flow to the.28 SG with HV-09-12, and to the 2A
SG with HV-09-11, verify flow to both SGs on FI-09-2C.

c. throttle flow to the 28 SG with HV-09-12 locally, and to
the 2A SG with HV-09-9, verify flow on FI-09-2C

d. throttle flow to the 28 SG with HV-09-10 locally, and to
the 2A SG with HV-09-9, verify flow on FI-09-2A

[1.00] 2. The AFAS rupture I/D circuit indicates a fault on the 28 S/G
because:

P

a. the 2A AFM pump started on the diesel and
repressurized only the A header.

b. loss of all AC power on the 8 side has resulted in all
8 side feedwater header instruments to fail low.

c. there is an actual fault (ruptured FM header) on the 28
SG.

d. loss of all AC power on the 8 side has resulted in all
8 side main steam pressure instruments to fail low.
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[1.00] 3. For the current plant conditions which ONE of the following
best describes the status of the pressurizer heaters? (for
each set of conditions, assume actual pressurizer level is
>27%)

a. Pressurizer heaters cannot be re-energized even if SIAS
was reset due to LIC-1110X failed low and LIC-lllOYde-
energized.

b. To regain bank B-l, block and reset SIAS, close the 2A
4.16 KV heater bus breaker and reset bank B-l.

c. Pressurizer heaters cannot be re-energized even if SIAS
was reset due to LIC-1110X failed low and PIC-1100X
failed as is.

d. To regain bank B-4, block and reset SIAS, close the 2A
4. 16 KV heater bus breaker and reset bank 8-4.

[1.00] 4. Which ONE of the following is the proper method for RCS

pressure control during this event?

a ~

b.

Co

d.

Due to no spray flow available pressure will be
maintained. by HPSI discharge head.

Haintain pressure to within 50 psi of the affected S/G,
during the cooldown to 525'F for S/G isolation.

Pressure may be controlled by continuing to steam the
affected S/G, as RCS pressure will follow S/G pressure.

Decrease pressure near the affected S/Gs pressure, while
maintaining subcooling, in order to reduce break flow.

Page 3
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5. Considering the plant's current electrical alignment, which of
the RPS channels are contributing to battery discharge?

a. Channels B and C

b. Channels B and D.

c. Channels A and D

d. Channels A and C

6. Under the current plant conditions, what is the preferred
method to steam the 2A SG if HV-08-18A, "SG 2A ATMOS DUHP

VLV," had not responded to any method of control?

a. Manually operate HV-08-19A using the DC controller.

b. 'ontact the NPO/NWE to operate the valve locally.

c. Manually operate HV-08-19A using the AC controller.

d. Contact the SNPO to check the status of breaker 2-60956.

7. Given the current plant conditions, select the statement which
best describes the status of the ESFAS system.

b.

C.

d.

Only Channel 'A'SFAS Actuation has occurred with the
loss of off-site power and failure of one DG.

Channel B componets have not actuated and must be
manually started upon regaining the 2B DG.

Neither Channel of ESFAS Actuated automatically, the
'A'hannelwas manually actuated after regaining 2A DG.

Both Channels of ESFAS Actuated automatically, the
'8'omponentsdid not start due to failure of one DG.
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[1.00] 8. Which of the following methods can be used to confirm primary
to secondary leakage through the Steam Generator tubes with
the present plant conditions7

a ~

b.

C.

d.

Those Radiation Monitors with emergency power
supplies (RM-23 Digital indications and Strip
Charts) can be used to confirm a SGTR.

Steam Generator samples and local radiation
surveys must be used since no acurate methods are
available in the control room.

Only the Steam Generator Blowdown Monitors will
be available for SGTR indications. CCW must be
aligned to the Sample Heat Exchangers and the
Blowdown Sample Valves must be re-opened.

The Main Steam Line Monitors. can be used to
verify a SGTR. They are still an accurate
indication since they monitor for activity in the
steam being dumped to atmosphere.

[1.00] 9 Which of the following statements best describes the status of
the Charging Pumps for the conditions that exist, assuming no
further operator actions7

a ~

b.

C.

d.

The 2A and 2C Charging Pumps will continue to run with
suction from the RWT.

The 2A and 2C Charging Pumps will continue to run but
will become gas bound.

The 2A and 2C Charging Pumps will trip on Lo Suction
Pressure when the VCT is empty.

The 2A and 2C Charging Pumps will trip on Lo Flow when
the VCT is empty.
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[1.00] 10. Can single phase Natural Circulation flow be verified at this
time?

a ~

b.

Co

Yes, but an aggressive cooldown and depressurization of
the RCS will be necessary to maintain subcooling.

Yes, all of the criteria for Natural Circulation flow
are being met at this time.

No, CET=subcooling must be increased to ensure Natural
Circulation flow at this time.

d. No, there is a void in the Reactor Vessel Head which
will have an adverse affect on Natural Circulation flow.

[1.00] ll. Based on the present plant conditions, what is the
classification of the event?

a. Unusual Event

b. Alert

c. Site Area Emergency

d. General Emergency
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QUESTIONS 12 THROUGH 17 ARE NOT STATIC SIMULATOR RELATED

Page 7
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[1.00] 12. Operation of the excore Start-up channel's Boron Trifloride
detector is terminated by automatically removing high voltage
from the detector at counts per second (CPS).
Critically normally occur sSsetween and CPS.

a. 2000; 2000 and 2500

b. 2000; 5000 and 7000

c. 10,000; — 2000 and 2500

d. 10,000; 5000 and 7000

[1.0] 13. Unit 2 has experienced the loss of 1 (one) main feedwater pump
at 100% power. Assuming no operater.action is taken, the unit
will trip on in approximately seconds.

a. high pressurizer pressure; 30 seconds
i

b. low steam generator level; 30 seconds

c. high pressurizer pressure; 110 seconds

d. low steam generator level; 110 seconds

[1.00] 14. With Unit 2 in Mode 1, the 2B Diesel generator and the 2C AFW

pump out of service, the appropriate Tech. Specs. is:

a. return 2C AFW pump OR 2B Diesel generator to service
within 2 hours or be in cold shutdown within the next 30
hours

b. apply section 3.0.3 (LCO is not met)

C.

d.,

return 2C AFW pump OR 2B Diesel generator to service
within 72 hours or be in hot standby within the next 6
hours.

return 2C AFW pump OR 2B Diesel generator to service or
be in hot standby in 6 hour'
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[1.00] 15. Unit 2 control room is equipped with a diesel generator
emergency stop pushbutton. The purpose of this button is:

to trip the diesel and bypass the cooldown run in the
event of diesel trouble during any auto start signal.

b.

C.

d.

to trip the Diesel only if it was running from the
cooldown RPM of 450.

to trip the diesel and bypass the cooldown run in the
event of diesel trouble during non emergency runs.

to take the speed from 900 RPM to the cooldown RPM of
450, when the Diesel is running unloaded..

[1.00] 16. One aspect of both the RCP Trip Strategy and the RCP Restart
Criteria contained in EOP-04 involves verifying that RCP NPSH

requirements are met. Which ONE of the following sets of
parameters should be used to verify the above criteria7

a. PZR Pressure and T-hot..

b. PZR Level and T-hot.

c. PZR Pressure and T-cold.

d. PZR Level and T-cold.
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[1.00] 17. Mhy is it undesirable to cross-tie the CCM headers through the
2C CCM Pump headers valves; HV-14-1, NV-14-2, NV-14-3, and HV-
14-47

a ~

b.

C.

d.

This could cause inadequate cooling 'water flow to the
RCP's and the Containment Coolers.

This will reduce CCW flow through the CCW Heat
Exchangers.

This would allow both headers to drain completely if
there were a rupture on the non-essential header.

This will prevent automatic train separation during
ESFAS actuation.
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[1.00] During a LOCA on Unit 1, a step requires verification of
proper transfer of water, from the RWT to the containment
sump. If the RWT started at 34 feet and is now 22 feet, what
should the containment sump level be?

a. 15 feet

b. 17 feet

c. 19 feet

d. 21 feet

2. Which one of the following best describes how an ESDE can
result in a Pressurized Thermal Shock scenario?

a. Charging pumps over pressurize the RCS because of the
high pressurizer level caused by a reactor vessel head
void.

b.

Co

d.

Addition of RCS inventory by charging and HPSI pumps
and the RCS heatup resulting from dryout of the
affected S/G results in excessive RCS pressure.

Cooldown exceeding Tech Spec limits results in brittle
fracture of the most limiting RCS components.

High containment pressure and temperature as a result
of the ESDE has the potential for causing PTS of the
steel containment vessel.
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[1.00] 3. Following a Loss of Coolant Accident on Unit 2, a plant
cooldown is being conducted in prepyration for establishing
Sh'utdown Cooling system operation. Attempts to depressurize
the RCS to meet the Shutdown Cooling entry conditions are
not successful. Analyze the current plant conditions and
answer the following question:

RCS press: 350 psia
Thot: '75 F

Tcold: 355 F

RVLHS: 6PA
Subcooling: 25 F
Pressurizer level: 4N and steady

What problem/corrective action is indicated by, the inability
to depressurize the RCS? Choose one.

a. A RCS void is indicated, steps should be taken to
eliminate the void

b.
'

RCS void is indicated; since a void is expected for
LOCA events, no efforts should be made to eliminate
the void

C.

d.

The inability to depressurize indicates loss of the
RCS Pressure Control Safety Function; exit EOP 03 and
enter EOP 15

The RCS Pressure Control Safety Function is not met;
the PORVs should be Placed'n service in the LTOP

mode.

[1.00] 4. Following an unisolable Hain Steam Line Break on SG 18, the
RCS is stabilized at 1550 psia and 384 F with pressurizer
level at 58%. This is NOT acceptable because:

a. RCS temperature is greater than 325 degrees

b. RCS pressure is greater than the shutoff head of the
HPSI pumps.

c. Pressurizer level is greater than 3Ã.

d. RSC subcooling is greater than 200 degrees.
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[1.00] 5. 2-EOP-10, Station Blackout, instructs the operator to ensure
that the HSIVs and bypasses are closed.

Which one of the foll'owing undesirable conditions could
result if these actions were not taken'

~ Excessive cooldown of the RCS due to continued steam
flow to the HSR's.

b.

C.

Turbine overspeed resulting in physical damage.

Steam bypass control valves will fail open due to the
loss of instrument air.

d Overpressurizing the other unit's steam system if the
unit to unit steam line cross-connect was
inadvertently opened.

[1.00] 6. Unit 2 is mitigating a dual event containment ESDE/SGTR
using 2-EOP-15. The following plant conditions are
observed:

SIAS, CIAS, HSIS, CSAS are actuated
Containment pressure 12.5 psig
Pressurizer level 10% cold cal.,pressure 950 psia.
HPSI flow 350 gpm (two trains)
Containment temperature 240 degrees
2A Containment Spray pump failed to start
2B Containment Spray pump is running with total flow
of 2710 gpm indicated

Based on this information, which of the following safety
function is not met?

a. Containment temperature and pressure control due to
only one spray pump running.

b.

C.

d.

RCS inventory control due to pressurizer level.

Containment Temperature and Pressure Control due to
containment temperature.

RCS and core heat removal due to inadequate safeguards
flow.
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[1.00] 7. Which one of the following best describes why RCS Thot is
reduced to less than 525'F prior to isolating a S/G which
has a ruptured tubers

'a ~

b.

C.

d.

525'F is less than saturation temperature
corresponding to the S/G safety valve setpoint.

To ensure RCS pressure can be maintained low enough to
allow HPSI injection to the RCS for inventory control.

To ensure enough of a cooldown has been initiated to
provide, for natural circulation if all RCPs are
stopped.

To reduce the flow of reactor coolant into the
affected S/G.

[1.00] 8. During a dual event emergency on Unit 2, EOP 15 is being
implemented. RAS has actuated and the 2B HPSI pump and 2A

and 2B charging pumps are running. HPSI throttling has been
performed and HPSI header, flows are indicated:

HPSI header 2A1 30 gpm
HPSI header 2A2 - 20 gpm
HPSI header 2B1 30 gpm
HPSI header 282 20 gpm

The correct course-of action is:

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

ensure the recirc path to the RMT is open to provide
HPSI pump protection

compare the flow to Figure 2; if it meets the flow
requirements,, no action is required

compare the flow to Figure 2; if it does not meet the
flow requirements, increase HPSI flow to meet Figure 2

stop one charging pump and ensure the running HPSI
pump's flow is greater than 114 gpm
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[1.00] 9. If the PC-11 was 'out of service on Unit 2 which of the
following best describes how to verify the containment
isolation safety function post trip7

'a ~

b.

C.

d.

All associated radiation moni'tors can be read from the
RH 23 panel and RTGB 206. .

CIS and main steam line monitors can be read from the
RH 23 panel, local samples, would have to be taken for
air ejector and blowdown.

CIS monitors can be read on RTGB 206, secondary
radiation surveys would have to taken for main steam,
blowdown, and air ejector.

Only blowdown would requir'e a local sample, all other
readings are available from the RH 23 panel.

[1.00] 10. Unit 1 is mitigating a duel event (LOCA/SGTR) using EOP-15.
The following conditions exist:

RCS Pressure: 1550 PSIA
RCS Temperature: 590 Th, 579 Tc
Two CEA's did not insert during the trip
(All TCB's verified open)
All safety functions met with the exception of
reactivity control, due to a charging line break in
the containment.

Based on the above information which ONE of the below
conditions would be the HOST CORRECT sucess path to satisfy
reactivity control. -.

a. depressurize, using Aux Spray, to below HPSI pump
shutoff head, verify HPSI flow per Figure 2. Borate to
>3600 PCH shutdown margin.

I

b. Deengerzize the HG sets, as long as reactor power is
*

less than 5 e-4, reactivity control is met..

c ~

d.

Line up charging flow through the Aux. Hpsi header and
emergency borate to >3600 PCH shutdown margin.

Let the plant depressurize through the break/tube
rupture until -HPSI flow injects. Borate to > 3600 PCH

shutdown margin.
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Analyze the following Reactor Coolant Pump seal parameters
and determine which set of conditions indicates a failed RCP

seal. (assume RCS pressure at 2250 psia)

a. Hiddle seal 1410 psia, Upper seal 990 psia, Bleedoff
cavity 150 psia. =

b.

c ~

d.

Hiddle,seal 1550 psia, Upper seal 810:psia, Bleedoff
cavity 130 psia.

Hiddle seal 1390 psia, Upper seal 1000 psia, Bleedoff
cavity 120 psia.

Hiddle seal 1210 psia, Upper seal 1100 psia, Bleedoff
cavity 140 psia.

12. Unit 1 is in a station blackout and has energized it's 1B3
4. 16 KV bus from Unit 2's,B Diesel generator. Loads are
being energized on the 2B diesel. and it is currently
carrying 3330 KM. Anaylize the following equipment and
determine which ONE is the LARGEST load that can be started
without exceeding the 2B Diesel generator maximum continuous
load. (disrequard -starting current)

'a ~

b.

C.

d.

1B Auxiliary Feedwater Pump

1B Hpsi Pump

1B Intake Cooling Mater Pump

1B Component Cooling Mater Pump
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[1.00] 13. Which of the following plant design limits would be most
likely to be challenged by an ESDE occuring at high (100%)
power levels?

a. RCS pressure limit

b. Shutdown margin limits

c. Offsite radiation dose limits

d. DNBR and other fuel design limits

[1.00] 14. With Units 1 and 2 operating at 10% power, only two of the
three St. Lucie/Hidway Transmission Lines are in service.
The ambient air temperature is well over 90 degrees F. A
transformer fault at the Hidway Substation has caused the
loss of a second St. Lucie/Hidway Transmission Line. With
only one Transmission Line remaining in service drop plant
output below 1000 HW within:

a. the next 4 minutes.

b. the next 9 minutes.

c. the next 6.5 minutes.

d. the next 11 minutes.
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[1.00]'5. Once thru cooling is initiated,when both Steam Generators
are less than 15% wide range level. The reason for 15% level
is:

a. if feed is regained it will not be initiated to a dry
SG.

b.

c ~

d.

to allow the use of a condensate pump prior to SG

dry'out.

to ensure the RCS remains subcooled once the PORV's
are opened.

to ensure the remaining SG inventory can reduce RCS

pressure to less than HPSI shut off head.

[1.00] 16. The Atmosphere dump valves are required to be maintained in
manual during power operation. The reason for this

. requirement is:

a ~

b:

C,

d.

An administrative requirement to enhance plant plant
efficiency.,

To ensure that post trip cooldown does not exceed Tech
Spec limits.

To ensure that the rated thermal power will not be
exceeded during power operation.

To ensure that in the event of a main steam line break
the Atmospheric Dumps will be closed.
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[1.007 17. On unit one,. which one of the following is the approximate
time to reach boiling conditions after shutdown cooling is
lost two days after shutdown, with the RCS at mid-loop and
an initial temperature of 130 F, and at atmospheric
pressure?

a. 10 minutes

b. . 13 minutes

c. 22 minutes

d. 27 minutes

[1.00] 18. A differential current lockout on a safety related 4. 16 KV

bus will result in:

a. The tie breakers from the non-safety bus to open and
the diesel generator to load on the bus.

b. The tie breakers from the non-safety bus to open and
the diesel generator to start but not close in on the
bus.

c. Loss of the CCM pump on the respective bus due to the
lockout relay located on the CCW pump breaker door.

d. Only the breaker that caused the lockout will open.
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19. While cooling down Unit 2 with both trains of SDC in
service, loops filled and RCS temperature 8 145 degrees; an
electrical malfunction resulted in Pressurizer Pressure PIC
1106 failing high. Which one of the following will occurs

a ~ SDC flow to the 2B1 and 2B2 loops is
terminated

b.

C.

d.

A large loss of inventory occurs via hot leg suction
relief V-3666 which requires both LPSI pumps to be
secur ed

The outlet valve for SIT 2A2 automatically opens and
the SIT discharges into the RCS

Suction to the 2B LPSI is available via the cross
tie valve and both SDC trains remain in service

20. In determining Technical Specification leakage, Primary to
Secondary leakage is primary to secondary leakage and:

a. Pressure boundary leakage

b. Unidentified leakage

c. Identified leakage

d. Controlled leakage
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[1.00] 21. Unit 1 has a Loss of Coolant accident in progress and is
implementating EOP-03 LOCa. A step in the LOCA procedure
requires verification that there is no RCS leakage into the
CCW system by observing the CCW surge tank level alarm and
CCW radiation monitors. Which ONE of the following is a
possible source of RCS inleakage?

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Fuel pool heat exchanger

Waste 'gas compressors

Containment coolers

Low Pressure safety injection pumps

[1.00] 22. Unit 1 is performing a natural circulation cooldown during a
LOOP. Both gSPDS are out of service during this cooldown. If
a cooldown starts at time zero (0) what will the upper head
saturation pressure be four (4) hours later'Assume a
40f/hr cooldown.rate)

'a ~

b.

c ~

d.

1100 psia

1000 psia

900 psia

800 psia
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[1.00] 23.. During a Reactor startup the RCO is instructed, "AT some

time prior to withdrawing Group 3, select NAVAL GROUP -and

attempt to insert Shutdown Groups A and b. Verify that there
is no CEA motion"

Which of the following CEDHCS interlocks is being tested in
this step2 =

a. ISH (Inhibited by shutdowns)

b.

C.

d.

Sequential Permissive

Group Deviation Motion Inhibit

IRG (Inhibited by regs.)

fl.00] 24. Unit 2 trips from 100% power. The Auxiliary Feedwater System
responds as expected except you notice 28 auxiliary
feedwater pump amps swinging and little or no flow indicated
on the applicable flowmeter. The most probable cause of this
respo'nse is:

b.

c ~

d.

Pump discharge valve is closed

Pump suction valve is closed

Pump is steam bound

Pump is at runout
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[1.00] 25. During reactor plant heatup - cold to hot standby the RCP

bleedoff to the VCT should not be opened if the Pressurizer
pressure is less than the VCT pressure. The reason for this
statement is:

a 0

b.

c ~

d.

The VCT may drain back into the RCS possibily diluting
the RCS

The higher VCT pressure could damage the RCP seals if
backflow were to occur.

Seal Injection may be lined up which would divert seal
injection flow away from the RCP seals.

The RCP bleedoff excess flow check valves may be
damaged because they are not designed to prevent
reverse flow.

[1.00] 26. Unit 1 is in Node 6 performing refueling operations with
Channel A Mide range NI out of service. Channel C is being
used 'for the audible indication in the containment. The RCO

calls from the containment stating he has lost audible, and
you notice Channel C has failed low. The proper action is:

a 0 Suspend refueling until audible count rate is swapped
to the B or D channel

b.

C.

d.

Suspend refueling until 3 of the 4 channels are
operable.

Refueling cannot continue until. channel C is repaired

Suspend refueling until audible is swapped to the
excore (Appendix R) NI's.
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[1.00] 27. Mith Unit 1 in Hode 1, which ONE of the following conditions
would constitute the required operable boration flow paths,
with the 1B Diesel Generator out of service and the
following BAHT volume and concentration:

Tank 1A 11150 Gals, 5860 PPH

Tank 1B 8900 Gals, 5610 PPH

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

18 BAH pump out of service. Both gravity feed valves
and RMT flow path operable.

Both BAH Pumps out of service, Both gravity feed .

valves operable. RMT flow path
operable.

1A BAH pump out of service. Both gravity feeds and RMT

flow path operable.

Both BAH Pumps operable. Both gravity feeds out of
service. RMT flow 'path operable.

28. Unit 2 is in Hode 3 preparing to perform a reactor startup
when Linear Safety NI Channel 8 fails. What, if any is the
necessary ACTION to be performed to enter Hode 2?

a. Bypass the LOSS OF LOAD, TH/LP, LPD, 8 HI PWR

Bistables

b. Bypass the HI PMR, TH/LP, LPD, 8 HI SUR

Bistables

c. Bypass the HI PWR, TH/LP, LPD, Bistables

d. None required

Page 15
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[1.00] 29. Prior-to using an uncontrolled copy of the "Emergency Diesel
Generator Periodic Test" procedure the SNPO compares the
uncontrolled copy to the controlled copy in the control
room. He finds that a T.C. affects specific pages of the
procedure which he intends to use. Which one of the
following best describes his appropriate responseT

'a ~

b.

C ~

d.

He takes the controlled copy of the procedure into the
field to perform his test then returns it to the
control 'room binder.

He uses the T.C. number to locate the actual T.C. in
the T.C. logbook and makes the applicable changes to
his copy of the procedure.

He uses the uncontrolled copy in the field without
changing it to reflect, the T.C. unless the T.C. is
greater than 90 days old.

He verifies his procedure copy rev. with the
- controlled copy rev. and attaches a copy of the T.C.
cover sheet to his copy of the procedure.

[1.00] 30. During low power physics testing the Reactor Operator allows
the reactor engineer (non-licensed) to withdraw the selected
group of CEAs to the next height specified in the test
procedure. Which one of the following actions apply to'his
case?

a ~

b.

c

d.

The RO must notify the ANPS or NPS before allowing the
reactor engineer to operate the CEDNCS because an SRO

must supervise the reactivity manipulation.

The reactor engineer must be stopped from manipulating
the controls and the STA should be notified to
consider developing an In House Event Repor t;
Operations Supervisor permission for the reactor
engineer to manipulate the controls must be documented
in the control room 'chronological log.

An "exemption from training" form must be on file
which exempts the reactor engineer from the licensing
requirements and allows him to perform reactivi.ty
manipulations on the plant.
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[1.00] 31. Unit Two is in the process of shutting down due to an
inoperable CEA. The NPS has declared an Unusual Event and
has assumed the duties of the Emergency Coordinator. At the
end of the peak shift the oncoming mid shift begins to
arrive on site.

The peak shift crew should:

a ~

b.

C.

d.

Provide an extensive turn-over to the oncoming Mid
shift then report to the OSC.

Request permission from the EC before turning over to
the Mid shift.

Stay on duty through the Mid shift, watch relief is
not permitted during a declared emergency.

Send the oncoming Mid shift to the TSC.

[1.00] 32. When an emergency classification is declared at the plant,
which one of the following notification schemes is used'

~

b.

c ~

d.

Notify the state agencies first, then call the NRC via
the Hot Ring-down phone within 4 hours.

Using the ENS call the NRC first, then notify the
state agencies; this is required since the state will
need to have information which the NRC provides when
called.

Use the ENS to contact the NRC after the state
agencies have been notified but within one hour of the
declaration.

Call the NRC on commercial phone line, and tell them
to monitor the State of Florida l{ot Ring-down circuit.
In this way all emergency notifications can be made at
one time.
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[1.00] 33. An Excess Steam Demand Event has occurred in the area of the
steam trestle on Unit Two. Choose the correct statement:

'a ~

b.

c ~

d.

The "REG GUIDE 1.97" caution in 2-EOP-5 is not
applicable because there is no harsh environment in
the containment.

The "REG GUIDE 1.97" caution in 2-EOP-5 is, not
applicable because high temperature and humidity do
not constitute a harsh environment.

The "REG GUIDE 1.97" caution in 2-EOP-5 is applicable
because there is a harsh environment on the steam
trestle.

In any EOP, only white bezel, "REG GUIDE 1.97",
instruments should ever be used.
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During a LOCA on Unit 1, a step requires verification of
proper transfer of water from the RWT to the containment
sump. If the RWT started at 34 feet and is. now 22 feet, what
should the containment sump level be?

a. 15 feet

b. 17 feet

c. 19
feet'.

21 feet

2. Which one of the following best describes how an ESDE can
result in a Pressurized Thermal Shock scenario7

b.

C.

d.

Charging pumps over pressurize the RCS because of the
high pressurizer level caused by a reactor vessel head'oid.
Addition of RCS inventory by charging and HPSI pumps.
and the RCS heatup resulting from dryout of the
affected S/G results in excessive RCS pressure.

Cooldown exceeding Tech Spec limits results in brittle
fracture of the most limiting RCS,components.

High containment pressure and temperature as a result
of the ESDE has the potential for causing PTS of the
steel containment vessel.
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[1.00] 3. Following a Loss of Coolant Accident on Unit 2, a plant
cooldown is being conducted in preparation for establishing
Shutdown Cooling system operation. Attempts to depressurize
the RCS to meet the Shutdown Cooling entry conditions are
not successful. Analyze the current plant conditions and
answer the following question:

RCS press: 350 psia
Thot: 375 F

Tcold: 355 F
RVLHS: 6N
Subcooling: 25 F
Pressurizer level: 4K and steady

What problem/corrective action is indicated by the inability
to depressurize the RCS7 Choose one.

a. A RCS void is indicated, steps should be taken to
eliminate the void

b. '
RCS void is indicated; since a void is expected for

LOCA events, no efforts should be made to eliminate
the void

c ~ The inability to depressurize indicates loss of the
RCS Pressure Control Safety Function; exit EOP 03 and
enter EOP 15

d. The RCS Pressure Control Safety Function is not met;
the PORVs should be placed in service in the LTOP

mode.

['1.00] 4. Following an unisolable Hain Steam Line Break on SG 1B, the
RCS is stabilized at 1550 ps'ia and 384 F with pressurizer
level at 58K. This is NOT acceptable because:

a ~

b.

C.

d.

RCS temperature is greater than 325 degrees

RCS pressure is greater than the shutoff head of the
HPSI pumps.

Pressurizer level is greater than 3'.
RSC subcooling is greater than 200 degrees.
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[1.00] 5. 2-EOP-10, Station Blackout, instructs the operator to ensure
that the HSIVs and bypasses are closed.

Which one of the following undesirable conditions could
'esultif these actions were not taken?

a. Excessive cooldown of the RCS due to continued steam
flow to the HSR's.

b. Turbine overspeed resulting in physical damage.

c ~

d.

Steam bypass control valves will fail open due to the
loss of instrument air.

Overpressurizing the other unit's steam system if the
unit to unit steam line cross-connect was
inadvertently opened.

[1.00] 6. Unit 2 is mitigating a dual event containment ESDE/SGTR
using 2-EOP-15. The following plant conditions are
observed:

SIAS, CIAS, MSIS, CSAS are actuated
Containment pressure 12.5 psig
Pressurizer level IN'old cal.,pressure 950 psia.
HPSI flow .350 gpm (two trains)
Containment temperature 240 degrees
2A Containment Spr'ay pump failed to

start'B

Containment. Spray pump is running with total flow
of 2710 gpm indicated

'ased on this information, — which of the following safety
function~ is not met7

a. 'ontainment temperature and pressure control due
to'nly

one spray pump running.

b.

C ~

d.

RCS inventory control due to pressurizer level.

Containment Temperature and Pressure Control due to
containment temperature.

RCS and core heat removal due to inadequate safeguards
flow.
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7. Which one of the following best describes why RCS Thot is
reduced to less than 525'F prior to isolating a S/G which
has a ruptured tubers

a ~ 525'F is less than saturation temperature
corresponding to the S/G safety valve setpoint.

To ensure RCS pressure can be maintained low enough to
allow HPSI injection to the RCS for inventory
control.

C.

d.

To ensure enough of a cooldown has been
initiated to provide for natural circulation if all
RCPs are stopped.

To reduce the flow of reactor coolant into the
affected S/G.

8. During a dual event emergency on Unit 2, EOP 15 is being
implemented. RAS has actuated and the 2B HPSI pump and 2A.
and 2B charging pumps are running. HPSI throttling has been
performed and HPSI header flows are indicated:

HPSI header 2A1 30 gpm
HPSI header 2A2 20 gpm
HPSI header 2B1 30 gpm
HPSI header 2B2 20 gpm

The correct course of action is:

a. ensure the recirc path to the RWT is open to provide
HPSI pump protection

b. compare the flow to Figure 2; if it meets the flow
'equirements, no action is required

c. compare the flow to Figure 2; if it does not meet the
flow requirements, increase HPSI flow to meet Figure 2

d. stop one charging pump and ensure the running HPSI
pump's flow is greater than 114 gpm

Page 5
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9. If the PC-11 was out of service on Unit 2 which of the
following best describes how to verify the containment
isolation safety function post trip2

a. All associated radiation monitors can be read from the
RM 23 .panel and RTGB 206.

b. CIS and main steam line monitors can be read from the
RN 23 panel, local samples would have to be taken for
air ejector and blowdown.

c ~

d.

CIS monitors can be read on RTGB 206, secondary
radiation surveys would have to taken for main steam,
blowdown, and air ejector.

Only blowdown would require a local sample, all other
readings are available from the RN 23 panel.

[1.00] 10. Unit 1 is mitigating a duel event (LOCA/SGTR) using EOP-15.
The following conditions exist:

RCS Pressure: 1550 PSIA
RCS Temperature: 590 Th, 579,Tc
Two CEA's did not insert du'ring the trip
(All TCB's verified open)
All safety functions met with the exception of
reactivity control, due to a charging line break in

- the containment.

Based on the above information which ONE of the below
conditions would be the MOST CORRECT sucess path to satisfy
reactivity control.

a ~

b.

c ~

d,.

depressurize using Aux Spray, to below HPSI pump
shutoff head, verify HPSI flow per Figure 2. Borate to
>3600 PCN shutdown margin.

Deengerzize the MG sets, as long as reactor power is
less than 5 e-4, reactivity control is met.

Line up charging flow through the Aux. Hpsi header and
emergency borate to >3600 PCM shutdown margin.

Let the plant depressurize through the break/tube
rupture until HPSI flow injects. Borate to > 3600 PCN

shutdown margin.
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[1.00] 11. Analyze the following Reactor Coolant Pump seal parameters
and determine which set of conditions indicates a failed RCP

seal. (assume RCS pressure at 2250 psia)

a. Middle seal 1410 psia, Upper seal 990 psia, .Bleedoff
cavity .150 psia.

b. - Middle seal 1550 psia, Upper seal 810 psia, Bleedoff
cavity 130 psia.

c. Hiddle seal 1390 psia, Upper seal 1000 psia, Bleedoff
cavity 120 psia.

d. Middle seal 1210 psia, Upper seal 1100 psia, Bleedoff
cavity 140 psia.

[1.00] 12. Unit 1 is in a station blackout and has energized it's 1B3
4. 16 KV bus from Unit 2's B Diesel generator. Loads are
being energized on the 2B diesel and'it is currently
carrying 3330 KM. Anaylize the following equipment and
determine which ONE's the LARGEST load that can be started
without exceeding the 2B Diesel generator maximum continuous
load. (disrequard starting current)

a. 18 Auxiliary Feedwater Pump

b. 1B Hpsi Pump

c. 1B Intake Cooling Mater Pump

d. 1B Component Cooling Mater Pump

Lh
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[1.00] 13. Which of the following plant design limits would be most
likely to be challenged by an ESDE occuring at high (10K)
power levels?

)
'I

a. RCS pressure limit
b. Shutdown margin limits

c. Offsite radiation dose limits

d. DNBR and other fuel design limits

[1.00] 14. With Units 1 and 2 operating at 10Ã power, only two of the
three St. Lucie/Hidway Transmission Lines are in service.
The ambient air temperature is well over 90 degrees F. A
transformer fault at the Hidway Substation has caused the
loss of a second St. Lucie/Hidway Transmission Line. With
only one Transmission Line remaining in service drop plant
output below 1000 HW within:

a. the next 4 minutes.

b. the next 9 minutes.

c. the next. 6.5 minutes.

d. the next 11 minutes.
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15. Once thru cooling is initiated when both Steam Generators
, are less than 15'L wide range level. The reason for 15% level
is:

a. 'f'feed is regained it will not be initiated to a. dry
SG.

b. . to allow the use of a condensate pump prior to SG

dryout.

c.. to ensure the RCS remains subcooled once the PORV's
are opened. k

d. to ensure the remaining SG inventory can reduce RCS

pressure to less than HPSI shut off head.

16. On unit one, which one of the following is the approximate
time to'reach boiling conditions after shutdown cooling is
lost two days after shutdown, with the RCS at mid-loop and
an initial temperature of 130 F, and at atmospheric
pressure?

a. 10 minutes

b. 13 minutes

c. 22 minutes

d. 27 minutes

Page 9
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[1.00] 17. The Atmosphere dump valves are required, to be maintained in
manual during power operation. The reason for this
requirement is:

a 0

b.

c ~

d.

An administrative requirement to enhance plant plant
efficiency.

To ensure that post trip cooldown does not exceed Tech
Spec limits.

To ensure that the rated thermal power will not be
exceeded during power operation.

To ensure that in the event of a main steam line break
the Atmospheric Dumps will be closed.

[1.00] 18. Mhile cooling down Unit 2 with both trains of SDC in
service, loops filled and RCS temperature 9 145 degrees; an
electrical malfunction resulted in Pressurizer Pressure PIC
1106 failing high. Mhich one of the following will occurs,

a 0

b.

SDC flow to the 2B1 and 2B2 loops is terminated

A large loss of inventory occurs via hot leg suction
relief V-3666 which requires both LPSI pumps to be
secured

C.

d.

The outlet valve for SIT 2A2 automatically opens and
the SIT discharges into the RCS

Suction to the 2B LPSI is available via the cross tie
valve and both SDC trains remain in service

Page 10
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[1.00] 19. The thermal overload device for HV-09-9 AFM to 2A SG is
declared inoperable. Choose from below the correct action.

a. Only declare HV-09-9 inoperable. (AFM cross ties can
be used for the A AFM flow path.)

b. Declare'he entire 2A AFM flow path inoperable.

c. Open the valve and breaker.

d. Open the valve and leave the breaker closed.

20. Unit 1 has a Loss of Coolant accident in progress and is
implementating EOP-03 LOCA. A step in the LOCA procedure
requires verification that there is no RCS leakage into the
CCM system by observing the CCM surge tank level alarm and
CCW radiation monitors. Which ONE of the following is a
possible source of RCS inleakage7

a ~

b.

C.

d.

Fuel pool heat exchanger

Waste gas compressor s

Containment coolers

Low Pressure safety injection pumps

Page 11
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21. Unit 1 is performing a natural circulation cooldown during a
LOOP. Both gSPDS are out of service during this cooldown. If
a cooldown starts at time zero (0) what will the upper head
saturation pressure be four (4) hours later?. (Assume a
40f/hr cooldown rate)

a. 1100 psia

b. 1000 psia

c. 900 psia

d. 800 psia

22. A differential current lockout on a safety related 4.16 KV
bus will result in:

'a ~

b.

c ~

d.

The tie breakers from the non-safety bus to open and
~ the diesel generator to load on the bus.

The tie breakers from the non-safety bus to open and
the diesel generator to start but not close in on the
bus.

Loss of the CCW pump on the respective bus due to the
lockout relay located on the CCM pump breaker door.

Only the breaker that caused the lockout will open.

'Page 12
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[1.00] . 23. During a Reactor startup the RCO is instructed, "AT some
time prior to withdrawing Group 3, select MAUAL GROUP and
attempt to insert Shutdown Groups A and b. Verify that there
is no CEA motion"

Mhich of the following CEGGS.interlocks is being tested in
this step?

a. ISH'Inhibited by shutdowns)

b. Sequential Permissive

c. Group Deviation Motion Inhibit

d. IRG (Inhibited by regs.)

24. Unit 2 trips from ION power. The Auxiliary Feedwater
System responds as expected except you notice 2B auxiliary
feedwater pump amps swinging and little or no flow indicated
on the applicable flowmeter. The most probable cause of this
response is:

a. Pump discharge valve is closed

b. Pump suction valve is closed

c. Pump is steam bound

d. . Pump is at runout

Page 13
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[1.00] 25. During reactor plant heatup - cold to hot standby the RCP

bleedoff to the VCT should not be opened if the Pressurizer
pressure is less than the VCT pressure. The reason for this
statement is:

a. The VCT may drain back into the- RCS possibly diluting
the RCS

b.

C.

d.

The higher VCT pressure could damage the RCP seals if
backflow were to occur.

Seal Injection may be lined up which'would divert seal
injection flow away from the RCP seals.

The RCP bleedoff excess flow check valves may be
damaged because they are not designed to prevent
reverse flow.

[1.00] 26. Unit 1 is in Mode 6 performing refueling operations with
Channel A Mide range NI out of service. Channel C is being
used for the audible indication in the containment. The RCO .

calls from the containment stating he has lost audible, and
you notice Channel C has failed low. The proper action is:

'.

Suspend refueling until audible count rate is swapped
to the B or D channel

b.

c ~

Suspend refueling until 3 of the '4 channels are
'operable.

Refueling cannot continue until channel C is repaired

d. Suspend refueling until audible is swapped to the
excore (Appendix R) NI's.
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[1. 00] - 27. Due to operator oversight, it was discovered that the Aux.
feedwater pumps surveillance has not been performed in the
required time period (25% extension period is also expired)
From the below choices, determine the appropriate action in
accordance with Technical Specifications.
(Assume Unit 2 Mode 1)

a ~

b.

C.

d.

Perform the surveillance while performing a down
power, if the surveillance is satisfactory declare the
AFM pumps operable.

Comence a plant shutdown within one hour, be in hot
standby within the next 36 hours. (all AFM pumps OOS)

Call the NRC and obtain special permission to stay at
power to complete the surveillance.

Perform the surveillance correctly within 24 hours, if
the AFM pumps pass the surveillance no other action is
required.

[1.00] 28. Unit 2 is in Mode 3 preparing to perform a reactor startup
when Linear Safety NI Channel B fails. Mhat, if any is

the'ecessaryACTION to be performed to enter Mode 27

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Bypass the LOSS OF LOAD, TM/LP, LPD, & HI PMR

Bistables

Bypass the HI PMR, TM/LP, LPD, & HI SUR

Bistables

Bypass the HI PMR, TM/LP, LPD, Bistables

None required
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29. Prior to using an uncontrolled copy of the "Emergency Diesel
Generator Periodic Test" procedure the SNPO compares the
uncontrolled copy to the controlled copy in the control
room. He finds that a T.C. affects specific pages of the
procedure which he intends to use. 'hich one of the
following best describes his appropriate response?

a. He takes the controlled copy of the procedure into the
field to perform his test then returns it to the
control room binder.

b. He uses the T.C. number to locate the actual T.C. in
the T.C. logbook and makes the applicable changes to
his copy of the procedure.

c. He uses the uncontrolled copy in the field without
changing it to reflect the T.C. unless the T.C. is
greater than 90 days old.

d. He verifies his procedure copy rev. with the
controlled copy rev. and attaches a copy of the T.C.
cover sheet to his copy of the procedure.

30. The term "under Administrative Control" as applied to
valves, locks and switches, describes the status of an item
of plant equipment that shall not be operated without.
specific authorization of the NPS/ANPS. Which ONE of the
below statements does NOT meet the above criteria for
administrative controls

a 0

b.

c ~

d.

Stating in all the operators turnover sheets the
required position of a valve.

Installing a locking device on a valve and maintaining
the key in the key locker.

Tagging a valve with an in plant equipment clearance
tag.

Changing the position of a Normal/Isolate switch and
logging it in the deviation log.
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[1.00] 31. Unit Two is in the process of shutting down due to an
inoperable CEa. The NPS has declared an Unusual Event and
has assumed the duties of the Emergency Coordinator. At the
end of the peak shift the oncoming mid shift begins to
arrive on site.

The peak shift crew should:

a ~

b.

c ~

d.

Provide an extensive turn-over to the oncoming Hid
shift then report to the OSC.

Request permission from the EC before turning over to.
the Hid shift.

Stay on duty through the Hid shift because watch
relief is not permitted during a declared emergency.

Send the oncoming Hid shift to the TSC.

[1.00] 32.. As the NPS you receive a call from Health Physics stating
that radiological conditions in the Unit 2 -.5'AB in the
hallway by HCC 2A2 5 2B2 are as follows:

Dose Rate - 130 mrem/hour B, r
Airborne - 1 x 10" uci/cc
Loose Surface Contamination - 65 dpm/100 cm', 7

There has been a slight incr ease on the Vent Stack Radiation
Honitors, source'f radiological conditions is unknown.

Which'f the following action(s) is (are) appropriate?

a ~

b.

C.

d.

Declare an Unusual Event

Order an evacuation of the -.5 area of the RAB,

Order an evacuation of the Owner Controlled Area

No action requir'ed; continue to investigate source of
radiation/contamination
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[1.003 33. An Excess Steam Demand Event has occurred in the area. of the
steam trestle on Unit Two. Choose the correct statement:

a ~

b.

c

d.

The "REG GUIDE 1.97" caution in 2-EOP-5 is not
applicable because there is no harsh environment in
the containment.

The "REG GUIDE 1.97" caution in 2-EOP-5 is not
applicable because high temperature and humidity do
not constitute a.harsh environment.

The "REG GUIDE 1.97" caution in 2-EOP-5 is applicable
because there is now a harsh environment on the steam
trestle.

In any EOP, only white bezel, "REG GUIDE 1.97",
instruments should ever be used.
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